
How to make a Phytogram on 
Photographic Paper and Film 



Phytogram Recipe:

-1 litre of water (20-30 degrees Celsius)
-2 tablespoons washing soda (sodium carbonate)
-1 tablespoon vitamin C
- A handful of plants. ( berries, petals, flowers, weeds etc, that are ethically foraged from local 
parks, gardens and landscapes of your choice. Try and get a variety of colours, textures and 
sizes.)
- Photographic Fixative or Strong Salt Solution

Tools and Materials:

-Photographic paper or film (35mm, 4x5 or 120mm) Old or fogged paper and film is fine.
-Backing board, glass and clamps or a contact print frame.
-Two trays. (plastic or ceramic. Not metal)
-A measuring jug, measuring spoon, mixing spoon/stick  and tongs.
-A metal or glass jug or jar to warm up the plant chemistry through contact submersion and not 
dilution. (this will be explained). 
-Protective gloves. (Optional if you don’t have tongs).
-Running water. You will need access to warm water. 



Methodology:

1. Make the solution according to the recipe.
2. Place the foraged plants in a plastic or ceramic tray and cover with the solution.
3. Place the solution in a warm and sunny spot and leave for up to a couple of hours.
Warm the solution if necessary by submerging a a glass or metal cylinder filled with 
hot water into the solution. Do not dilute the solution. 
4.In a shady area, place the film or paper emulsion side up onto a hard surface like a 
board.
5. Place the soaked plants onto the emulsion.
6. Cover with glass and clamp. Place back into the sun.
7. Exposure times may vary according to the season, temperature and weather. 
(You can test the exposure)
8. Remove the plant matter carefully in a shady spot (you may want to wear gloves 
here). Return the plants to the solution.
9. Place the film or paper into the fixative bath and fix according to the manufacturer’s 
instructions.
10. Wash the film or paper. Film 10 minutes in running water. Same for RC paper, 
longer for fibre paper. (1 hour)
11. Hang to dry. 
12. Recycle your Fixer. Do not discard down the drain. 



Phytograms are a camera-less, haptic process. Plant material like leaves and flowers are placed in a solution of sodium 
carbonate and ascorbic acid in the sun for a duration of time. This activates the plant’s light sensitive properties and 
converts the plant itself into a film or paper developer. The liquid residue can also be used as a photographic film or paper
developer. When the activated plants are placed on to a light sensitive surface like film or paper, they react where they 
touch, and start to develop the light sensitive surface, converting the silver halides into silver metal. The film or paper is 
then fixed to reveal the image and make it permanent. 
Making plant based film and paper developers is a conscious decision to move away from harmful, commercially made 
developers



Different papers result in different colours. This also depends on how long the paper is left in the sun and on the season and 
temperature. Where the plant touches and develops however, a dark brown colour appears. The brown colour varies in tonality 
depending on the translucency of the plant and the contact made. This brown colour, made by the plant developer is what 
makes phytograms different to Lumen Prints. Be aware of how the plant developer drips onto the surface as it will mark it. 



Phytograms on 4x5 film.



Phytograms on 4x5 film.



Harvest a selection of plants and flowers. Think about the size, translucency and texture. 



Make the solution of Sodium Carbonate and Ascorbic Acid and cover the plants with the solution
And leave in a warm sunny spot for some time. This can vary from an hour to several, depending on the 
temperature, season etc. You’ll notice that the liquid changes colour with time. 



The colour change is dependent on the sunlight and temperature as well as the plant type. Here, the 
indigenous Fynbos of the Cape Floral Kingdom, turns the solution into a tea colour.  



I like to test first, before making large works. Here, on the left, I am placing plant material on the EMULSION 
side of a small piece of 35mm film. I cover it with glass and wait, watching for a dark edge that forms around 
the edge of the plant. 
You can also dip a piece of photographic paper into the solution and see how long it takes to change colour to 
the dark brown you see at the bottom. (far slide).  The top of the paper is dipped into water, below dipped into 
the plant developer. Notice the difference. 
When it is very hot and the plants have been soaking for a while, the paper dipped into the developer changes 
quickly. This indicates the approximate time for exposure. 
When it is cold and overcast, once dipped, it takes a while to change colour. This is then the approximate 
exposure for these temperature and light conditions.



When you have an idea of exposure time, place the activated plants onto the emulsion side of the paper or 
film. Do this in a shady area. For good results, make sure good contact is made between the plants and 
emulsion. To ensure this, I place glass cover and clamp it all in place. 



Think about placement and composition. 



In South Africa, when it is sunny and warm, I do this in my bathroom, out of direct sunlight. In Scotland, in 
the Winter, this will not be an issue. The shadier it is, the more time you have to place.





Remember however, that the plant has developer on it, so where the liquid touches, a mark will form. 
You cannot therefore place and lift and replace without a visual consequence. 



Remove the plant matter carefully in a shady spot (you may want to wear gloves here). Return the plants 
to the solution.



Place in a fix solution and agitate gently. The areas that have not been touched by the plant 
developer will become translucent as the un-developed silver is washed away. 









Different films leave a residue on the board. Although the plant developer is non-toxic, the film emulsion 
may be, so wearing gloves and being careful is advised. 



This is a combination of a lumen print and a phytogram. Note how the paper has changed colour. 



If working with paper, do not be alarmed when you place it into the fix. It will change colour and become 
lighter. It will dry darker and the colour will change again upon drying. 





Paper changes colour. This also shows what happens if you leave it for too long. The top image 
especially is over developer/over exposed. 



Colour shift on fixing and drying



Wash



Hang to dry. 




